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All my quote collections respect copyright laws in that they reflect the collector’s preferred state-

ments of the quoted author. The reader is encouraged to read the original, not deterred from it. Thus, 

the quote collection is in no way intended to paraphrase, copy, replace or add-on to the original pub-

lication. In addition, the quote collection on its own is an intellectual contribution that is granted its 

own copyright, independently of the copyright of the original author and of the publisher. 

 

In addition, this collection of quotes complies with Title 17, §107 US Copyright Law (Fair Use) in that 

its purpose consists of review and critique, and the amount and substantiality of the portion used in 

relation to the copyrighted work as a whole is not excessive. 

 

—Peter Fritz Walter 
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THE WAY OF THE SHAMAN 
New York: Bantam, 1982 

By Michael Harner 

‣ Shamanism is a great mental and emotional adventure, on in which the patient 

as well as the shaman-healer / are involved. Through his heroic journey and ef-

forts, the shaman helps his patients transcend their normal, ordinary definition of 

reality, including the definition of themselves as ill. /xiii-xiv 

‣ In aboriginal Siberia, a death/rebirth experience was often a major source of 

shamanic knowledge. /xv 

‣ To understand the deep-seated, emotional hostility / that greeted the works of 

Castaneda in some quarters, one needs to keep in mind that this kind of preju-

dice is often involved. It is the counterpart of ethnocentrism between cultures. 

But in this case it is not the narrowness of someone’s cultural experience that is 

the fundamental issue, but the narrowness of someone’s conscious experience. 

The persons most prejudiced against a concept of nonordinary reality are those 

who have never experienced it. This might be termed cognicentrism, the ana-

logue in consciousness of ethnocentrism. / xvi-xvii 

‣ The Indians muzzled the dogs in the village so that they could not bark. The 

noise of barking dogs could drive a man who had taken ayahuasca mad, I was 

told. /2


